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CHAPTER IV 

    DATA ANALYSIS AND DISCUSION 

   

 4.1 Data Analysis.  

In this chapter the writer analyzes all the data about the ability level of 

the seventh grade students of SMP Negeri 5 Kupang in the school year 

2018/2019 in comprehension English Reading text. Data have been collected 

from the researched school that was done 24 May 2018.  

 4.2.1 The analysis of multiple choices test 

 Student 1  

From 30 multiple choice items student 1 answered 22 items correctly and 8 

items incorrectly. The student incorrect answers were items number 5, 6, 7, 8, 

10, 12, 20, 26. 

For item number 5, the student answered was 1995, while the correct answer 

was 1982. 

For item number 6, the student answered was Dangerous, while the correct 

answer was Bad. 
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For item number 7, the student answered was Michael Joseph Jackson is the 

king of pop, while the correct answered was Michael Joseph Jackson’s 

career. 

For item number 9, the student answered was Michael Joseph Jackson begin 

his successful solo career in 1971 , while the correct answered was Michael 

Jackson is the king of pop and he is the one of the best entertainer of all 

time. 

For item number 10, the student answered was generally, while the correct 

answered was totally. 

For item number 12, the student answered was Sani and Sari, while the correct 

answered was Sari and Sania 

For item number 20 the student answered was bears are expert in climbing 

and swimming, while the correct answered was bears are naturally isolated 

animals. 

For item number 26, the student answered was most of Bali’s people are 

recognized as Hinduism followers, while the correct answered was Bali has a 

lot of culture tradition and wonderful view. 

Student 2 
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From 30 multiple choice student 2 answered 25 items correctly and 5 items 

incorrectly. The student incorrect answers were items number, 6, 7, 8, 20.  

For item number 6, the student answered was dangerous, while the correct 

answered   was bad.  

For item number 7, the student answered was Michael Joseph Jackson is the 

king of pop, while the correct answered was Michael Joseph Jackson’s 

career. 

For item number 8, the student answered was five, while the correct answered 

was seven.  

Student 3  

From 30 multiple choice student 3 answered 24 items correctly and 7 items 

incorrectly. The students incorrect answers were items number 6, 7, 8, 9, 15 20, 

24.  

For item number 6, the student answered was perfect, while the correct 

answered was bad. 

For item number 7, the student answered was Michael Joseph Jackson is the 

king of pop, while the correct answered was Michael Joseph Jackson’s 

career.  
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For item number 9, the student answered was Michael Jackson remains the 

best selling album ‘of all time’ with ‘off the wall’ in 1997, ‘bad’ in 1987, 

‘dangerous’ in 1991, and ‘history’ in 1995, it make people call him the king 

of pop, while the correct answered was Michael Jackson is the king of pop 

and he is the one of the best entertainer of all time.  

For item number 15 the student answered was three, while the correct 

answered was eight. 

For item number 20 the student answered was animals can sense small from a 

long distance, while the correct answered was bears are naturally isolated 

animals. 

For items number 24 the student answered was Bali has rich cultural, while 

the correct answered was Bali has many spectacular panorama.  

Student 4  

From 30 multiple choice student 4 answered 18 items correctly and 12 items 

incorrectly. The student incorrect answers were items 7, 9, 11, 13, 19, 20, 21, 

24, 25, 26, 28, and 29.  

For item number 7, the student answered was Michael Joseph Jackson is 

dancer, while the correct answered was Michael Joseph Jackson’s career.  
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For item number 9, the student answered was Michael Joseph Jackson make 

his debut in 1964 as a lead singer and youngest member, while the correct 

answered was Michael Jackson is the king of pop and he is the one of the 

best entertainer of all time.  

For item number 11, the student answered was Dani’s bar, while the correct 

answeredDani’scattles and pets.  

For item number 13, the student answeredwas he takes care of pets and 

cattles carelessly, while the correct answered was he takes care of pets and 

cattles carefully.  

For item number 19, the student answeredbears can sing and very expert in 

climbing and swimming, while the correct answered was bears can run 

quickly and are adept climbers and swimming.  

For item number 25 the student answered was attract people to come, while 

the correct answered was interest people to visit. 

For item number 26 the student answered was Bali offers many handicrafts 

while the correct answered was Bali has a lot of culture tradition and 

wonderful view. 

For item number 28 the student answeredwas  He is handsome and well-built, 

with friendly blue eyes and wide grin, while the correct answered was He is 

tall, well-built, and handsome, with friendly brown eyes, and a wide grin. 
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For item number 29, the student answered was He has given clothe, while the 

correct answeredHe has given lots of money and support to charities. 

Student 5 

From 30 multiple choice student 5 answered 22 items correctly and 8 items 

incorrectly. The student incorrect answers were items number 3, 5, 7, 9, 12, 16, 

20, and 26.  

For item number 3, the student answered was 1980, while the correct answered 

was 1994.  

For item number 5, the student answered was 1995, while the correct answered 

was 1982.  

For item number 7, the student answered was Michael Joseph Jackson is the 

king of pop, while the correct answered was Michael Joseph Jackson’s 

career.  

For item number 9, the student answered was Michael Jackson remains the 

Best selling album ‘of all time’ with ‘off the wall’  in 1997, ’bad’ in 1987, 

‘dangerous’ in 1991, and ‘history’ in 1995 it make people call him the king 

of pop, while the correct answered was Michael  Joseph Jackson is the king 

of pop and he is one of the best entertainer of all time 
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For item number 12, the student answered was Sani and Sari, while the correct 

answered was sari and Sania. 

For item number 16, the student answered was in Indonesia while the correct 

answered was in north America, of south America, Europe, and Asia.  

For item number 20, the student answered was All creatures can run as 

quickly as human run, while the correct answered was bears are naturally 

isolated animals.  

For item number 26 the student answered was Most of Bali’s people are 

recognized as Hinduism followers, while the correct answered was Bali has a 

lot of culture tradition and wonderful view.  

 

Student 6 

From 30 multiple choice student 6 answered 20 items correctly and 10 item 

incorrectly. The student incorrect answers were items number 2, 4, 6, 11, 13, 

14, 17, 19, 24, and 30 

For item number 2, the student answered was he doesn’t have children, while 

the correct answered was three children.  

For item number 4, the student answered was 1970, while the correct answered 

was 1971.  
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For item number 6, the student answered was history, while the correct 

answered was bad.  

For item number 11, the student answered was Dani’s house while the correct 

answered was Dani’scatlle and pets.  

For item number 13, the student answered was he abandons the pets and the 

cattles, while the correct answered was he takes care of pets and cattles 

carefully.  

For item number 14, the student answered was goat, while the correct 

answered was bears. 

For item number 17 the student answered was large body, while the correct 

answer was large body with short and solid legs, a long snout, shaggy hair, 

plant grade paws with five nonrestrictive claws, and short tail. 

For item number 19, the student answeredwas bears can swim and sing, while 

the correct answered was Bears can run quickly and are adept climbers and 

swimmers.  

For item number 24 the student answered was Bali has rich cultural, while the 

correct answered was Bali has spectacular panorama. 

For item number 30 the student answered was His playing ability is great, 

while the correct answered was Michael Jordan has great personality.  
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Student 7 

From 30 multiple choice student 7 answered 19 items correctly and 11 items 

incorrectly. The student incorrect answers were items number 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 

19, 20, 21, 22, 26, and 30. 

For item number 7, the student answered was Michael Joseph Jackson is the 

king of pop, while the correct answered was Michael Joseph Jackson’s 

career. 

For items number 8, the student answered was eight, while the correct 

answered was seven.  

For item number 9, the student answered was Michael Joseph Jackson make 

his debut in 1964 as a lead singer and youngest member, while the correct 

answered was Michael Joseph Jackson is the king of pop and he is one of 

the best entertainer of all time 

For item number 10, the student answered was generally while the correct 

answered was totally.  

For item number 11, the student answered was Dani’sbarn, while the correct 

answered was dani’scattles and pets.  
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For item number 19, the student answered was Bears can sing and very 

expert in climbing and swimming, while the correct answered was Bears can 

run quickly and are adept climbers and swimmers. 

For item number 21, the student answered was cow while the correct 

answeredwas  Carnivorans.  

For item number 22, the student answered was Bali has spectacular 

panorama, while the correct answered was around Bali.  

For item number 26, the student answered was Bali is one of the seventh 

wonders of the world, while the correct answered was Bali has a lot of 

culture tradition and wonderful view.  

For item number 30 the student answered was His playing ability is great, 

while  the correct answered was Michael Jordan has great personality. 

Student 8 

From 30 multiple choice student 8 answered 14 items correctly and 16 items 

incorrectly. The students incorrect answers were items 3, 4, 7, 11, 13, 15, 16, 

19, 20, 21, 22, 24, 25, 26, 26, 28 and 30. 

For item number 3, the student answered was 1992, while the correct answered 

was 1994. 
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For item number 4, the student answered was 1970, while the correct answered 

was 1971.  

For item number 7, the student answered was Michael Joseph Jackson is the 

king of pop, while the correct answered was Michael Joseph Jackson’s 

career. 

For item number 11, the student answered was Dani’sbarn, while the correct 

answered was Dani’s cattle and pets.  

For item number 13, the student answered was He neglects the pets and the 

cattles, while the correct answered was He takes care of pets and cattles 

carefully.  

For item number 15, the student answered was three, while the correct 

answered was eight.  

For item number 16, the student answered was in Asia, while the correct 

answered was In north America, of south America, Europe, and Asia.  

For item number 19, the student answered was Bears can run quickly and are 

expert in singing and swimming, while the correct answered was Bears can 

run quickly and are adept climbers and swimmers. 
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For item number 20, the student answered was All creatures can run as 

quickly as human run, while the correct answered was Bears are naturally 

isolated animals.  

For item number 21, the student answered was cow, while the correct answered 

was carnivorans.  

For item number 22, the student answered was Bali has spectacular 

panorama, while the correct answered was around Bali.  

For item number 24, the student answered was Bali has rich cultural, while 

the correct answered was Bali has spectacular panorama.  

For item number 25, the student answered was invite people to come, while 

the correct answered was interest people to visit.  

For item number 26 the student answered was Bali is one of the seventh 

wonders of the world, while the correct answered was Bali has a lot of 

culture tradition and wonderful view.  

For item number 28 the student answered was He is curly, and well-built and 

wide grin, with friendly black eyes and handsome, while the correct 

answered was He is tall, well-built and handsome, with friendly brown eyes 

and a wide grin.  
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For item number 30 the student answered was Everyone dreams to be Michael 

Jordan, while the correct answered was Michael Jordan has great personality.  

Student 9 

From 30 multiple choice student 9 answered 23 items correctly and 7 items 

incorrectly, the students incorrect answers were items number 5, 7, 13, 15, 18, 

20, and 24.  

For item number 5, the student answered was 2002, while the correct answered 

was 1982.  

For item number 7, the student answered was Michael Joseph Jackson is the 

king of pop, while the correct answered was Michael Joseph Jackson’s 

career.  

For item number 13, the student answered was He abandons the pets and the 

cattles, while the correct answered was He takes care of pets and cattles 

carefully. 

For item number 15, the student answeredwas three, while the correct 

answered was eight.  

For item number 18, the student answered was seven, while the correct 

answered was six.  
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For item number 20, the student answered was Bears are experts in climbing 

and swimming, while the correct answered was Bears are naturally isolated 

animals. 

For item number 24, the student answered was Bali has rich cultural, while 

the correct answered was Bali has many spectacular panorama. 

Student 10 

From 30 multiple choice student 10 answered 15 item correctly and 15 items 

incorrectly, the students incorrect answers were items number 2, 4, 13, 15, 17, 

19, 20, 21, 22, 24, 25, 26, 28, and 30.  

For item number 2, the student answered was four children, while the correct 

answered was three children. 

For item number 4, the student answered was 1970, while the correct answered 

was 1971.  

For item number 13, the student answered was He neglects the pets and the 

cattles, while the correct answered was He takes care of pets and cattles 

carefully.  

For item number 15, the student answered was three, while the correct 

answered was eight.  
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For item number 17 the student answered was Small body with short and 

solid legs, a long snout, shaggy hair, plant grade paws with five 

nonrestrictive claws, and short tail, while the correct answered was Large 

body with short and solid legs, a long snout, shaggy hair, plant grade paws 

with five nonrestrictive claws, and short tail.  

For item number 19 the student answered was Bears can run quickly and are 

expert in singing and swimming, while the correct answered was Bears can 

run quickly and are adept climbers and swimmers.  

For item number 20, the student answered was All creatures can run as 

quickly as human run, while the correct answered was Bears are naturally 

isolated animals. 

For item number 21, the student answered was cow, while the correct answered 

was carnivorans. 

For item number 22, the student answered was Bali has spectacular 

panorama, while the correct answered was around Bali.  

For item number 24, the student answered was Bali has rich cultural, while 

the correct answered was Bali has spectacular panorama. 

For item number 25, the student answered was call people to see, while the 

correct answeredwas interest people to visit.  
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For item number 26, the student answered was Bali offers many handicrafts, 

while the correct answered was Bali has a lot of culture tradition and 

wonderful view.  

For item number 28, the student answered was He is curly, and well-built and 

wide grin, with friendly black eyes and handsome, while the correct 

answered was He is tall, well-built and handsome, with friendly brown eyes 

and a wide grin.  

For item number 30, the student answered was everyone dreams to be 

Michael Jordan, while the correct answered was Michael Jordan has great 

personality.  

Student 11  

From 30 multiple choice student 11 answered 16 item correctly and 14 items 

incorrectly. The students incorrect answers were items number 5, 7, 9, 13, 15, 

19, 20, 21, 22, 24, 25, 26, 28 and 30.  

For item number 5, the student answered was 1995, while the correct answered 

was 1982. 

For item number 7, the student answered was Michael Joseph Jackson is the 

king of pop, while the correct answered was Michael Joseph Jackson’s 

career. 
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For item number 9, the student answered was Michael Joseph Jackson begin 

his successful solo career in 1971, while the correct answered was Michael  

Joseph Jackson is the king of pop and he is one of the best entertainer of 

all time.  

For item number 13, the student answered was He neglects the pets and the 

cattles, while the correct answered was He takes care of pets and cattles 

carefully.  

For item number 15, the student answered was three, while the correct 

answered was eight. 

For item number 19 the student answered was Bears can run quickly and are 

expert in singing and swimming, while the correct answered was Bears can 

run quickly and are adept climbers and swimmers.  

For item number 20, the student answered was All creatures can run as 

quickly as human run, while the correct answered was Bears are naturally 

isolated animals. 

For item number 21, the student answered was cow, while the correct answered 

was carnivorans.  

For item number 22, the student answered was Bali has spectacular 

panorama, while the correct answered was around Bali.  
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For item number 25, the student answered was call people to see, while the 

correct answered was interest people to visit.  

For item number 26, the student answered was Bali offers many handicrafts, 

while the correct answered was Bali has a lot of culture tradition and 

wonderful view.  

For item number 28, the student answered was He is curly, and well-built and 

wide grin, with friendly black eyes and handsome, while the correct 

answered was He is tall, well-built and handsome, with friendly brown eyes 

and a wide grin.  

For item number 30, the student answered was everyone dreams to be 

Michael Jordan, while the correct answered was Michael Jordan has great 

personality.  

Student 12 

From 30 multiple choice student 12 answered 14 items correctly and 16 items 

incorrectly. The students incorrect answers were item number 7,9,10, 13,16, 

17,18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 24, 25, 26, 28, 29.  

For item number 7, the student answered was Michael Joseph Jackson is the 

king of pop, while the correct answered was Michael Joseph Jackson’s 

career.  
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For item number 9, the student answered was Michael Joseph Jackson begin 

his successful solo career in 1971, while the correct answered was Michael  

Joseph Jackson is the king of pop and he is one of the best entertainer of 

all time.  

For item number 10, the student answered was generally, while the correct 

answered was totally.  

For item number 13, the student answered was He neglects the pets and the 

cattles, while the correct answered was He takes care of pets and cattles 

carefully.  

For item number 16, the student answered was in Malaysia, while the correct 

answered was In north America, of south America, Europe, and Asia. 

For item number 17, the student answered was Large body with short and 

solid legs, a long snout, shaggy hair, plant grade paws with five 

nonrestrictive claws, and long tail, while the correct answered was Large 

body with short and solid legs, a long snout, shaggy hair, plant grade paws 

with five nonrestrictive claws, and short tail. 

For item number 18, the student answered was eight, while the correct 

answered was six.  
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For item number 19 the student answered was Bears can swim and sing, while 

the correct answered was Bears can run quickly and are adept climbers and 

swimmers.  

For item number 20, the student answered was all creatures can run as 

quickly as human run, while the correct answered was Bears are naturally 

isolated animals. 

For item number 22, the student answered was Bali has rich cultural, the 

correct answered was around Bali.  

For item number 24, the student answered was Bali has rich cultural, while 

the correct answered was Bali has spectacular panorama. 

For item number 25, the student answered was invite people to come, while 

the correct answered was interest people to visit.  

For item number 26, the student answered was Bali offers many handicrafts, 

while the correct answered was Bali has a lot of culture tradition and 

wonderful view. 

For item number 28, the student answered was He is handsome and well-

built, with friendly blue eyes and wide grin, while the correct answered was 

He is tall, well-built and handsome, with friendly brown eyes and a wide 

grin.  
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For item number 29, the student answered was he has given lost money, while 

the correct answered was Michael Jordan has great personality.  

Students 13 

From 30 multiple choice student 13 answered 18 items correctly and 12 items 

incorrectly. The students incorrect answers were items number 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 

17, 19, 20, 22, 24, 26, 28. 

For item number 7, the student answered was Michael Joseph Jackson is 

dancer, while the correct answered was Michael Joseph Jackson’s career. 

For items number 8, the student answered was five, while the correct answered 

was seven. 

For item number 9, the student answered was Michael Joseph Jackson make 

his debut in 1964 as a lead singer and youngest member, while the correct 

answered was Michael Joseph Jackson is the king of pop and he is one of 

the best entertainer of all time 

For item number 10, the student answered was generally while the correct 

answered was totally. 

For item number 11, the student answered was Dani’sbarn, while the correct 

answered was Dani’scattles and pets.  
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For item number 17, the student answered was Small body with short and 

solid legs, a long snout, shaggy hair, plant grade paws with five 

nonrestrictive claws, and short tail, while the correct answered was Large 

body with short and solid legs, a long snout, shaggy hair, plant grade paws 

with five nonrestrictive claws, and short tail.  

For item number 19 the student answeredBears can sing and very expert in 

climbing and swimming, while the correct answered was Bears can run 

quickly and are adept climbers and swimmers.  

For item number 20, the student answered was Bears are expert in climbing 

and swimming, while the correct answered was Bears are naturally isolated 

animals. 

For item number 22, the student answered was Bali has spectacular 

panorama, while the correct answered was around Bali.  

For item number 24, the student answered was Bali is island of god, while the 

correct answered was Bali has spectacular panorama. 

For item number 26, the student answered was Bali offers many handicrafts, 

while the correct answered was Bali has a lot of culture tradition and 

wonderful view. 

For item number 28, the student answered was He is curly, and well-built and 

wide grin, with friendly black eyes and handsome, while the correct 
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answered was He is tall, well-built and handsome, with friendly brown eyes 

and a wide grin.  

Student 14 

From 30 multiple choice student 14 answered 21 items correctly and 9 items 

incorrectly. The students incorrect answers were items number 5, 8, 9, 13, 17, 

20, 26, 29.  

For item number 5, the student answered was 1995, while the correct answered 

was 1982.  

For items number 8, the student answered was five, while the correct answered 

was seven.  

For item number 9, the student answered was Michael Joseph Jackson begin 

his successful solo career in 1971, while the correct answered was Michael 

Joseph Jackson is the king of pop and he is one of the best entertainer of 

all time 

For item number 13, the student answered was He takes care of pets and 

cattles carelessly, while the correct answered was He takes care of pets and 

cattles carefully.  

For item number 17, the student answeredwas Small body with short and 

solid legs, a long snout, shaggy hair, plant grade paws with five 
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nonrestrictive claws, and short tail, while the correct answered was Large 

body with short and solid legs, a long snout, shaggy hair, plant grade paws 

with five nonrestrictive claws, and short tail.  

For item number 20, the student answered was Animals can sense smell from 

a long distance, while the correct answered was Bears are naturally isolated 

animals. 

For item number 24, the student answered was Bali has rich cultural, while 

the correct answered was Bali has spectacular panorama. 

For item number 26, the student answered was Bali offers many handicrafts, 

while the correct answered was Bali has a lot of culture tradition and 

wonderful view. 

For item number 29, the student answered was He has given lots money, while 

the correct answered was Michael Jordan has great personality. 

Student 15 

From 30 multiple choice student answered 15 items correctly and 11 items 

incorrectly. The students incorrectly answers were item number 7, 8, 9, 10, 13, 

15, 19, 20, 21, 22, 24, 25, 26, 28, 30. 
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For item number 7, the student answered was Michael Joseph Jackson is the 

king of pop, while the correct answered was Michael Joseph Jackson’s 

career. 

For items number 8, the student answered was five, while the correct answered 

was seven. 

For item number 9, the student answered was Michael Joseph Jackson begin 

his successful solo career in 1971, while the correct answered was Michael 

Joseph Jackson is the king of pop and he is one of the best entertainer of 

all time. 

For item number 10, the student answered was generally while the correct 

answered was totally. 

For item number 13, the student answered was He takes care of pets and 

cattles carelessly, while the correct answered was He takes care of pets and 

cattles carefully.  

For item number 15, the student answered was three, while the correct 

answered was eight.  

For item number 19 the student answered was Bears can run quickly and are 

expert in singing and swimming, while the correct answered was Bears can 

run quickly and are adept climbers and swimmers.  
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For item number 20, the student answered was all creatures can run as 

quickly as human run, while the correct answered was Bears are naturally 

isolated animals. 

For item number 21, the student answered was cow, while the correct answered 

was carnivorans.  

For item number 22, the student answered was Bali has spectacular 

panorama, while the correct answered was around Bali.  

For item number 24, the student answered was Bali is island of god, while the 

correct answered was Bali has spectacular panorama. 

For item number 25, the student answered was call people to see, while the 

correct answered was interest people to visit. 

For item number 26, the student answered was Bali offers many handicrafts, 

while the correct answered was Bali has a lot of culture tradition and 

wonderful view. 

For item number 28, the student answered was He is curly, and well-built and 

wide grin, with friendly black eyes and handsome, while the correct 

answered was He is tall, well-built and handsome, with friendly brown eyes 

and a wide grin.  
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For item number 30, the student answered was everyone dream to be Michael 

Jordan, while the correct answered was Michael Jordan has great 

personality. 

Student 16 

From 30 multiple choice student 16 answered 23 items correctly and 7 items 

incorrectly. The students incorrect answers were items number 4, 8, 12, 15, 20, 

24, 27.  

For item number 4, the student answered was 1972, while the correct answered 

was 1971. 

For items number 8, the student answered was five, while the correct answered 

was seven. 

For item number 12, the student answer was Sania, Sani and Dani , while the 

correct answer was Sari and Sania. 

For item number 15, the student answered was three, while the correct 

answered was eight.  

For item number 20, the student answered was Bears are experts in climbing 

and swimming, while the correct answered was Bears are naturally isolated 

animals. 
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For item number 24, the student answered was Bali has rich cultural, while 

the correct answered was Bali has spectacular panorama. 

For item number 27, the student answered was He is a dancer, while the 

correct answered was He is a basketball player.  

Student 17 

From 30 multiple choice students 17 answered 14 items correctly and 16 items 

incorrectly. The students incorrect answers were items number 6, 7, 8, 15, 16, 

17, 19, 20, 22, 23, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29. 

For item number 6, the student answered was perfect, while the correct 

answered was bad.  

For item number 7, the student answered was Michael Joseph Jackson is the 

king of pop, while the correct answered was Michael Joseph Jackson’s 

career. 

For items number 8, the student answered was five, while the correct answered 

was seven. 

For item number 15, the student answered was three, while the correct 

answered was eight. 

For item number 16, the student answered was in Indonesia, while the correct 

answered was In north America, of south America, Europe, and Asia. 
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For item number 17, the student answered was Small body with short and 

solid legs, a long snout, shaggy hair, plant grade paws with five 

nonrestrictive claws, and short tail, while the correct answered was Large 

body with short and solid legs, a long snout, shaggy hair, plant grade paws 

with five nonrestrictive claws, and short tail.  

For item number 19 the student answered was Bears can sing and very expert 

in climbing and swimming, while the correct answered was Bears can run 

quickly and are adept climbers and swimmers.  

For item number 20, the student answered was Bears are expert in climbing 

and swimming, while the correct answered was Bears are naturally isolated 

animals. 

For item number 22, the student answered was Bali has spectacular 

panorama, while the correct answered was around Bali.  

For item number 23, the student answered was Islam, while the correct 

answered was Hinduism and Buddhism. 

For item number 25, the student answered was call people to come, while the 

correct answered was interest people to visit.  

For item number 26, the student answered was Bali offers many handicrafts, 

while the correct answered was Bali has a lot of culture tradition and 

wonderful view. 
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For item number 27, the student answered was He is a dancer, while the 

correct answered was He is a basketball player. 

For item number 28, the student answered was He is handsome and well-built 

,with friendly blue eyes and wide grin, while the correct answered was He is 

tall, well-built and handsome, with friendly brown eyes and a wide grin.  

For item number 29, the student answered was He has given a house, while 

the correct answered was Michael Jordan has great personality.  

Students 18 

From 30 multiple choice student 18 answered 23 items correctly and 7 items 

incorrectly. The students incorrectly answers were items number 8, 10, 19, 20, 

24, 26, 29.  

For items number 8, the student answered was five, while the correct answered 

was seven. 

For item number 10, the student answered was generally, while the correct 

answered was totally.  

For item number 19 the student answered was Bears can sing and very expert 

in climbing and swimming, while the correct answered was Bears can run 

quickly and are adept climbers and swimmers.  
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For item number 20, the student answered was Animals can sense smell from 

a long distance, while the correct answered was Bears are naturally isolated 

animals. 

For item number 24, the student answered was Bali has rich cultural, while 

the correct answered was Bali has spectacular panorama. 

For item number 26, the student answered was Bali offers many handicrafts, 

while the correct answered was Bali has a lot of culture tradition and 

wonderful view. 

For item number 29, the student answered was He has given a house, while 

the correct answered was Michael Jordan has great personality.  

Student 19  

From 30 multiple choice student 19 answered 24 items correctly and 6 items 

incorrectly. The students answers were items number 7, 15, 19, 23, 24, 30.  

For item number 7, the student answered was Michael Joseph Jackson is the 

king of pop, while the correct answered was Michael Joseph Jackson’s 

career. 

For item number 15, the student answered was three, while the correct 

answered was eight. 
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For item number 19, the student answered was Bears can sing and very 

expert in climbing and swimming, while the correct answered was Bears can 

run quickly and are adept climbers and swimmers. 

For item number 23, the student answered was Islam, while the correct 

answered was Hinduism and Buddhism. 

For item number 24, the student answered was Bali has rich cultural, while 

the correct answered was Bali has spectacular panorama. 

For item number 30, the student answered was everyone dreams to be 

Michael Jordan, while the correct answered was Michael Jordan has great 

personality. 

Students 20 

From 30 multiple choice student 20 answered 22 items correctly and 8 items 

incorrectly. The student incorrect answers were items number 2, 9, 13, 15, 18, 

20, 26, 28.  

For item number 2, the student answered was four children, while the correct 

answered was three children.  

For item number 9, the student answered was Michael Jackson remains the 

best selling album ‘of all time’ with ‘off the wall’ in 1997, ’bad’ in 1987, 

‘dangerous’ in 1991, and ‘history’ in 1995 it make people call him the king 
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of pop, while the correct answered was Michael  Joseph Jackson is the king 

of pop and he is one of the best entertainer of all time.  

For item number 13, the student answered was He takes care of pets and 

cattles carelessly, while the correct answered was He takes care of pets and 

cattles carefully.  

For item number 15, the student answered was three, while the correct answer 

was eight. 

For item number 18, the student answered was seven, while the correct answer 

was six. 

For item number 20, the student answered was all creatures can run as 

quickly as human run, while the correct answered was Bears are naturally 

isolated animals. 

For item number 26, the students answered was Bali offers many handicrafts, 

while the correct answered was Bali has a lot of culture tradition and 

wonderful view. 

For item number 28, the student answered was He is tall, and well-built and 

handsome, with friendly brown eyes and curly, while the correct answered 

was He is tall, well-built and handsome, with friendly brown eyes and a 

wide grin. 
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Student 21  

From 30 multiple choice student 21 answered 27 items correctly and 3 items 

incorrectly. The studentanswers were items number 13, 15 and 19.  

For item number 13, the student answered was He takes care of pets and 

cattles carelessly, while the correct answered was He takes care of pets and 

cattles carefully.  

For item number 15, the student answered was three, while the correct 

answered was eight. 

For item number 19, the student answered was Bears can sing and very 

expert in climbing and swimming, while the correct answered was Bears can 

run quickly and are adept climbers and swimmers.  

Student 22 

From 30 multiple choice student 22 answered 25 items correctly and 5 item 

incorrectly. The student answers were items number 5, 7, 15, 19, 28.  

For item number 5, the student answered was 1995, while the correct answered 

was 1982.  
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For item number 7, the student answered was Michael Joseph Jackson is the 

king of pop, while the correct answered was Michael Joseph Jackson’s 

career. 

 For item number 15, the student answered was three, while the correct answer 

was eight. 

For item number 19, the student answered was Bears can sing and very 

expert in climbing and swimming, while the correct answered was Bears can 

run quickly and are adept climbers and swimmers. 

For item number 28, the student answered was He is tall, and well-built and 

handsome, with friendly brown eyes and curly, while the correct answered 

was He is tall, well-built and handsome, with friendly brown eyes and a 

wide grin. 

Student 23 

From 30 multiple choice student 23 answered 25 items correctly and 5 items 

incorrectly. The students incorrect answer were items number 5, 6, 10, 15, 20.  

For item number 5, the students answered was 1995, while the correct 

answered was 1982.  

For item number 6, the student answered was history, while the correct answer 

was bad. 
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For item number 10, the student answered was generally, while the correct 

answered was totally. 

For item number 15, the student answered was three, while the correct 

answered was eight. 

For item number 20, the student answered was Bears are experts in climbing 

and swimming, while the correct answered was Bears are naturally isolated 

animals. 

Student 24  

From 30 multiple choice student 24 answered 26 items correctly and 4 items 

incorrectly. The students answers were items number 6, 20, 24, 27. 

For item number 6, the student answered was history, while the correct 

answered was bad. 

For item number 20, the student answered was Bears are experts in climbing 

and swimming, while the correct answered was Bears are naturally isolated 

animals. 

For item number 24, the student answered was Bali becomes a wonderful 

tourist object, while the correct answered was Bali has spectacular 

panorama. 
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For item number 27, the student answered was He is a dancer, while the 

correct answered was He is a basketball player. 

 

 

Students 25 

From 30 multiple choice student 25 answered 27 items correctly and 3 items 

incorrectly. The students incorrect answers were items number 9,21, 25.  

For item number 9, the student answeredwas Michael Joseph Jackson begin 

his successful solo career in 1971, while the correct answered was Michael  

Joseph Jackson is the king of pop and he is one of the best entertainer of 

all time.  

For item number 21, the student answered was cow, while the correct answered 

was carnivorans. 

For item number 25, the student answered was call people to see, while the 

correct answered was interest people to visit.  

 

 To have a figure of student’s ability level on reading comprehension, 

the writer presents two tables.  
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 The table below is presented to show her students ability level in 

multiple choices. The analysis is based on the data obtained from the result of 

the test done by the seventh grade students of SMP Negeri 5 Kupang.  

 Table 4.1  The students level of ability on multiple choice test 

NS Total test items Correct 

Answers 

percentage grade Ability 

level 

  1       2    3        4      5     6 

  1  30 22 73 7.3 Fairly 

good 

2 30 25 83 8.3 Fairly 

good 

3 30 23 76 7.6 Fairly 

good 

4 30 18 60 6.0 Average  

5 30 22 73 7.3 Fairly 

good  

6 30 20 66 6.6 Average  

7 30 19 63 6.3 Average  

8 30 14 46 4.6 Below 

average  

9 30 23 76 7.6 Fairly 

good  

10 30 15 50 5.0 Below 

average  

11 30 16 53 5.3 Below 

average  

12 30 14 46 4.6 Below 

average  

13 30 18 60 6.0 Average  

14 30 21 70 7.0 Fairly 

good  

15 30 15 50 5.0 Below 

average  

16 30 23 76 7.6 Fairly 

good 
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17 30 14 46 4.6 Below 

average  

18 30 23 76 7.6 Fairly 

good 

19 30 24 80 8.0 Fairly 

good 

20 30 22 73 7.3 Fairly 

good 

21 30 27 90 9.0 Very good  

22 30 25 83 8.3 Fairly 

good  

23 30 25 83 8.3 Fairly 

good 

23 30 26 86 8.6 Very good 

25 30 

 

27 90 9.0 Very good 

Total  750 523 1.729 172.9  

Average  30 20.9 57 5.7 Average  

 

 Remarks about the table above. 

1. Column 1 represents the number of the students ( 1- 25 ) 

2. Column 2 represents the total number of the test items ( 30 ) 

3. Column 3 represents the student’s correct answers.  

For example student 1 can answer correctly 22 tests items.  

4. Column 4 represents the students correct answer in percentage. It is derived 

from 

students correct answer X100% 

Total test 

 

       Take for example the grade of student number 1 is calculated as:  

  22  x 100% = 73 

  30 
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5. Column 5 represents the students correct answers in level grades. It is from 

the number of percentage divided by thirty, based on the standard of 

measurement ranging from 0.0-10. 

Take for example, the grade of the student number 1 calculated. 

  22 = 73 

  30 

 

6. Column represents 6 the students correct answer it is on formula adopted. 

For example ability of the student’s number is average.  

7. Column 2 on total row represents the number of total responses from the 

total items multiplied by total student: 25x30 = 750. 

8. Column 3 on total represents the number of correct answer in percentages 

of all students (1729). 

9. Column 5 on total row represents the number of correct in grades of all 

students (523) 

10. Column 3 on average row represents the total students response in average.  

The total responses523 = 20.9    

Total students 30 

 

11. Column 4 on average  row represents the students correct answer in 

average, it is derived 

Form:  

Total percentage correct answers  1729 = 57 

  Total students 30 
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12. Column 5 on average row represents the students correct answer in average 

grades. It is derived. 

Form:  

Total grades  1729 = 5.7  

Total students    30 

 

13. Column 6 on average row represents students level ability a class classified 

as “ average”  

Table 1 above show clearly the grouping of the students based on their 

ability level on multiple choices. 

There are groups of ability ranging or classified into 6 groups on their ability:  

 

1. Very good level ability ranging from 8-6-9.0.  

There are three students of 30 students. They are students number ( 25, 24, 

and 21 ).  

2. Fairly good level ability ranging from 7.6-8.5  

There are twelve students of 30 students, they are students number ( 1, 2, 3, 

5, 9, 14, 16, 18, 19, 20, 22, and 23 ) 

3. Average level ability ranging from 5.6-6.5 

There are four students of 30 students. They are students number ( 4, 6, 7, 

and 13 ) 

4. Below average level ability ranging from 4.6-5.5 
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There are six students of 30 students. They are students number( 8, 10, 11, 

12, 15 and 17 ). 

 

Table 4.2 distribution of students ability level on reading  

Comprehension 

 

No  Standard  

of measurement  

Frequencies 

 

percentage Ability 

level 

(1)           (2)       (3)            (4)        (5) 

1    9.6-10          0             0 Excellent  

2    8.6-8.5         3            12 Very good  

3    7.6-6.5        12            4 Fairly level  

4    4.6-5.5         4           16 Average  

5     3.6-4.5         6           24 Below 

average  

6     3.6-4.5         0            0 Poor  

7     2.6-3.5         0            0 Very poor  

8     1.6-2.5         0            0 Bad  

9     0.0-1.5         0            0 Very bad  

  Total         25        100%  

 

Based on the table it seen that there are 3 students (12%) got very goodLevel, 

12 students (4%) got fairly good level, 4 students (16%) got average level, 6 students 

(24%) got below average level. There were no students who got excellent, poor, very 

poor, bad, very bad.  

 

4.2 Discussion 

In this part the writer presents the discussion of the student’s answers 

on multiple choice test from the texts. To analyze the students ability in 

comprehend reading text by answering the multiple choice test, the writer 
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chooses 5 answer sheets that represent the whole students answer of the 

multiple choice test. They are students 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5.  

Student 1  

From 30 multiple choice items student 1 answered 22 items correctly and 8 

items incorrectly. The student incorrect answers were items number 5, 6, 7, 8, 

10, 12, 20, 26. 

For item number 5, the student answered was 1995, while the correct answered 

was 1982. 

For item number 6, the student answered was Dangerous, while the correct 

answered was Bad. 

For item number 7, the student answered was Michael Joseph Jackson is the 

king of pop, while the correct answered was Michael Joseph Jackson’s 

career. 

For item number 9, the student answered was Michael Joseph Jackson begin 

his successful solo career in 1971 , while the correct answered was Michael 

Jackson is the king of pop and he is the one of the best entertainer of all 

time. 

For item number 10, the student answered was generally, while the correct 

answered was totally. 
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For item number 12, the student answered was Sani and Sari, while the correct 

answered was Sari and Sania 

For item number 20 the student answered was bears are expert in climbing 

and swimming, while the correct answered was bears are naturally isolated 

animals. 

For item number 26, the student answered was most of Bali’s people are 

recognized as Hinduism followers, while the correct answered was Bali has a 

lot of culture tradition and wonderful view. 

Student 2 

From 30 multiple choice student 2 answered 25 items correctly and 5 items 

incorrectly. The student incorrect answers were items number, 6, 7, 8, 20.  

For item number 6, the student answered was dangerous, while the correct 

answered   was bad.  

For item number 7, the student answered was Michael Joseph Jackson is the 

king of pop, while the correct answered was Michael Joseph Jackson’s 

career. 

For item number 8, the student answered was five, while the correct answered 

was seven.  

Student 3  
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From 30 multiple choice student 3 answered 24 items correctly and 7 items 

incorrectly. The students incorrect answers were items number 6, 7, 8, 9, 15 20, 

24.  

For item number 6, the student answered was perfect, while the correct 

answered was bad. 

For item number 7, the student answered was Michael Joseph Jackson is the 

king of pop, while the correct answered was Michael Joseph Jackson’s 

career.  

For item number 9, the student answered was Michael Jackson remains the 

best selling album ‘of all time’ with ‘off the wall’ in 1997, ‘bad’ in 1987, 

‘dangerous’ in 1991, and ‘history’ in 1995, it make people call him the king 

of pop, while the correct answered was Michael Jackson is the king of pop 

and he is the one of the best entertainer of all time.  

For item number 15 the student answered was three, while the correct 

answered was eight. 

For item number 20 the student answered was animals can sense small from a 

long distance, while the correct answered was bears are naturally isolated 

animals. 

For items number 24 the student answered was Bali has rich cultural, while 

the correct answered was Bali has many spectacular panorama.  
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Student 4  

From 30 multiple choice student 4 answered 18 items correctly and 12 items 

incorrectly. The student incorrect answers were items 7, 9, 11, 13, 19, 20, 21, 

24, 25, 26, 28, and 29.  

For item number 7, the student answered was Michael Joseph Jackson is 

dancer, while the correct answered was Michael Joseph Jackson’s career.  

For item number 9, the student answered was Michael Joseph Jackson make 

his debut in 1964 as a lead singer and youngest member, while the correct 

answered was Michael Jackson is the king of pop and he is the one of the 

best entertainer of all time.  

For item number 11, the student answer was Dani’s bar, while the correct 

answer Dani’scattles and pets.  

For item number 13, the student answeredwas he takes care of pets and 

cattles carelessly, while the correct answered was he takes care of pets and 

cattles carefully.  

For item number 19, the student answeredbears can sing and very expert in 

climbing and swimming, while the correct answered was bears can run 

quickly and are adept climbers and swimming.  
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For item number 25 the student answered was attract people to come, while 

the correct answered was interest people to visit. 

For item number 26 the student answered was Bali offers many handicrafts 

while the correct answered was Bali has a lot of culture tradition and 

wonderful view. 

For item number 28 the student answeredwas  He is handsome and well-built, 

with friendly blue eyes and wide grin, while the correct answered was He is 

tall, well-built, and handsome, with friendly brown eyes, and a wide grin. 

For item number 29, the student answered was He has given clothe, while the 

correct answeredHe has given lots of money and support to charities. 

 

 

Student 5 

From 30 multiple choice student 5 answered 22 items correctly and 8 items 

incorrectly. The student incorrect answers were items number 3, 5, 7, 9, 12, 16, 

20, and 26.  

For item number 3, the student answered was 1980, while the correct answered 

was 1994.  
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For item number 5, the student answered was 1995, while the correct answered 

was 1982.  

For item number 7, the student answered was Michael Joseph Jackson is the 

king of pop, while the correct answered was Michael Joseph Jackson’s 

career.  

For item number 9, the student answered was Michael Jackson remains the 

Best selling album ‘of all time’ with ‘off the wall’  in 1997, ’bad’ in 1987, 

‘dangerous’ in 1991, and ‘history’ in 1995 it make people call him the king 

of pop, while the correct answered was Michael  Joseph Jackson is the king 

of pop and he is one of the best entertainer of all time 

For item number 12, the student answered was Sani and Sari, while the correct 

answered was sari and Sania. 

For item number 16, the student answered was in Indonesia while the correct 

answered was in north America, of south America, Europe, and Asia.  

For item number 20, the student answered was All creatures can run as 

quickly as human run, while the correct answered was bears are naturally 

isolated animals.  

For item number 26 the student answered was Most of Bali’s people are 

recognized as Hinduism followers, while the correct answered was Bali has a 

lot of culture tradition and wonderful view. 


